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Are you a basketball coach who’s tired of manually tracking player statistics via paper and
pencil and need a more efficient and effective method to track LIVE stats? Start Tapping!
Have your tried all of the basketball
statistics apps but can’t find the one
that’s SIMPLE to use and actually helps
you with your on-court coaching
decisions? Imagine having the ability to
track LIVE stats and know Player
Efficiency Ratings (PERs) for all your
players in real time. Introducing… Tap
Stats RAW - Reinforcement and Award
System for Basketball.
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Tap Stats is for basketball
Coachers of all levels.

The app has been designed BY
basketball coaches FOR basketball
coaches. The development team has
spent countless hours working with
coaches at all levels to produce a very
simple yet effective Player Efficiency
Rating (PER) computational and statistics
app.
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“I value all the detailed statistics the app
offers, but the two that helps me with
the parents are the minutes played and
efficiency ratings per minute. For club
and travel basketball, the biggest
complaint I receive from parents is the
minutes played for their athlete. I use
the PER/min to validate and support all
my substitution decisions. I can’t have a
player on the court for 90% of the time if
he keeps turning the ball over (negative
PER) or doesn’t contribute to the team
performance. This is one more the more
useful basketball statistics apps I have
seen. It’s not complicated and it’s very
easy to use.”
- Coach Tony (SCHBA), LA, CA
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Tap Stats includes a free 30 day trial and 1 year
annual subscription option for $19.99.
WWW.TAPAPPS.NET
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